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COLONEL  OLCOTT  AT  DACCA. 

We copy the following from the Indian Mirror of 24th March: 
[from our own correspondent.] 

Dacca, the 19th March 1883.

 Colonel Olcott delivered his second lecture on Sunday, the 
17th, at 3 p.m., in the Northbrook Hall of Dacca. As a matter of 
course, the Hall was filled to suffocation. 

A large number of the incurable invalids of our town 
assembled in Babu Parbutty Churn Roy’s bungalow, waiting 
most anxiously to be relieved of their long-standing maladies 
by the influence of the mesmeric art. But the Colonel not 
having had sufficient time at his disposal to be able to devote 
his attention to curing their diseases they were dismissed. 

In course of his first lecture on Friday night, the learned 
Colonel said that mesmerism had the power of giving sight to 
the blind, hearing to the deaf, and speech to the dumb. People 
were, therefore, on the tiptoe of expectation to see some 
diseases cured which had baffled the persistent efforts of the 
surgeon and the physician to effect a recovery. It would have 
been worthwhile for our worthy Colonel to have continued for 
sometime in tho metropolis of Eastern Bengal, and practically 
demonstrated the efficacy of the healing art of mesmerism.

A hysteric patient and one affected with colic pain for years 
have been cured, A girl of four years, affected with hard 
paralysis, has been partially relieved…



I frankly confess my belief that I could not have gone through such a 
great and sustained outpouring of my vitality, unless I had been helped 
by our Teachers, although I was never so told by them. What I am 
forced to realize is that I have not had so phenomenal a healing power 
since I got my order to stop the work, i.e., towards the close of 1883; 
and I am convinced that, though I should try ever so hard, I should fail 
to cure those desperate cases which I would then dispose of with the 
greatest ease within a half-hour or even less.

I had a hearty welcome home from H. P. B. and the rest, and a series of 
phenomena were done, chiefly for my benefit, among which I shall only 
mention the one noted in my entry for 6th June. I say that “…not being 
able to decide whether to accept the invitation to Colombo, [Ceylon], I 
placed A. C. B.'s letter in the shrine, locked the door, instantly reopened 
it, and got the written order of____ through____ (a second Adept) in 
French. It was done while I stood there, and not a half-minute had 
elapsed”. So far as it goes, that effectually disposes of the pretense that 
these communications were fabricated in advance and passed through a 
sliding panel at the back of the shrine. 

A whole month of homely desk work at Adyar was a delightful episode, 
varied with healings of patients, reception of visitors, and metaphysical 
discussions with H. P. B. –ODL2:440-1



Stanza V

1. The Primordial Seven, the first Seven Breaths of the Dragon of Wisdom, produce in their turn from their holy circumgyrating 
breaths, the fiery whirlwind.

2. They make of him the Messenger of Their Will. The Dzyu becomes Fohat, the swift son of the divine sons whose sons 
are the Lipika, runs circular errands. Fohat is the steed and the thought is the rider. He passes like lightning through the 
fiery clouds; takes three, and five, and seven strides through the seven regions above, and the seven below. He lifts his 
voice, and calls the innumerable sparks, and joins them.

3. He is their guiding spirit and leader. When he commences work, he separates the sparks of the lower kingdom that float 
and thrill with joy in their radiant dwellings, and forms therewith the germs of wheels. He places them in the six directions 
of space, and one in the middle– the central wheel.

4. Fohat traces spiral lines to unite the sixth to the seventh– the crown; an army of the sons of light stands at each angle, 
and the Lipika in the middle wheel, they say: this is good, the First Divine World is ready, the First is now the Second. 
Then the "Divine Arupa" reflects itself in chhaya loka, the first garment of the anupadaka.

5. Fohat takes five strides and builds a winged wheel at each corner of the square, for the Four Holy Ones and their armies.

6. The Lipika circumscribe the triangle, the first one, the cube, the second one, and the pentacle within the egg. it is the 
ring called "pass not" for those who descend and ascend. Also for those who during the kalpa are progressing towards the 
Great Day "Be With Us." Thus were formed the rupa and the arupa: from one light seven lights; from each of the seven, 
seven times seven lights. The wheels watch the ring. . . . –SD1:31-2



STANZA V

2. They make of Him the messenger of their Will (a). The Dzyu becomes Fohat; the swift son of the Divine Sons, 
whose Sons are the Lipika,* runs circular errands. He is the steed, and the thought is the rider (i.e., he is under the 
influence of their guiding thought). He passes like lightning through the fiery clouds (cosmic mists) (b); takes three, and 
five, and seven strides through the seven regions above and the seven below (the world to be). He lifts his voice, and 
calls the innumerable sparks (atoms) and joins them together (c).

The Kabalistic idea is identical with the Esotericism of the Archaic period. This esotericism is the common property of all, and belongs neither to 
the Aryan 5th Race, nor to any of its numerous Sub-races. It cannot be claimed by the Turanians, so-called, the Egyptians, Chinese, Chaldeans, nor 
any of the Seven divisions of the Fifth Root Race, but really belongs to the Third and Fourth Root Races, whose descendants we find in the Seed of 
the Fifth, the earliest Aryans. The Circle was with every nation the symbol of the Unknown — "Boundless Space," the abstract garb of an ever 
present abstraction — the Incognisable Deity. It represents limitless Time in Eternity. The Zeroana Akerne is also the "Boundless Circle of the 
Unknown Time," from which Circle issues the radiant light — the Universal SUN, or Ormazd † — and the latter is identical with Kronos, in his 
Æolian form, that of a Circle. For the circle is Sar, and Saros, or cycle, and was the Babylonian god whose circular horizon was the visible symbol 
of the invisible, while the sun was the ONE Circle from which proceeded the Cosmic orbs, and of which he was considered the leader. Zero-ana, 
is the Chakra or circle of Vishnu, the mysterious emblem which is, according to the definition of a mystic, "a curve of such a nature 
that as to any, the least possible part thereof, if the curve be protracted either way it will proceed and finally re-enter upon itself, and 
form one and the same curve — or that which we call the circle." No better definition could thus be given of the natural symbol and 
the evident nature of Deity, which having its circumference everywhere (the boundless) has, therefore, its central point also 
everywhere; in other words, is in every point of the Universe. The invisible Deity is thus also the Dhyan Chohans, or the Rishis, the 
primitive seven, and the nine, without, and ten, including, their synthetical unit; from which IT steps into Man. Returning to the 
Commentary (4) of Stanza IV. the reader will understand why, while the trans-Himalayan Chakra has inscribed within it                      
(triangle, first line, cube second line, and a pentacle with a dot in the centre thus:    , and some other variations), the Kabalistic circle 
of the Elohim reveals, when the letters of the word               (Alhim or Elohim) are numerically read, the famous numerals 13514, or 
by anagram 31415 — the astronomical p (pi) number, or the hidden meaning of Dhyani-Buddhas, of the Gebers, the Geborim, the 
Kabeiri, and the Elohim, all signifying "great men," "Titans," "Heavenly Men," and, on earth, "the giants." –SD1:113-4
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Like the Chaldeans and Egyptians, the Zoroastrians define First Cause as an infinite extension, an absolute diffusion of life. Activity they 
symbolize by a line extending infinitely in union with itself– a circle. The Persians regard the circle in the same way that the Greeks and 
Egyptians do– the absolute pattern of divine activity. Behind all the Persian philosophy there is an absolute extension of being, the Space 
God, the boundless circle of unknown Time. This unknown, un-aging and un-passing Principle they term Zeroana Akerne. Out of Zeroana 
Akerne emerges the radiant, glorious, manifested creator Ahura-Mazda– space objectified as a gigantic entity. Zeroana Akerne, the Thrice-
Deep Darkness, contains ever within itself the power of objectification. Periodically Ahura Mazda, the Logos, comes forth, manifests for a 
certain time, then retires again into the Eternal Darkness. Space, Zeroana Akerne, has two aspects: un-manifesting and manifesting. When 
Space manifests it is Ahura-Mazda; when it is un-manifested it it is Zeroana Akerne. Ahura-Mazda is a triad, a blazing triangle established 
in the darkness of Eternal Life. Ahura is the eternal wisdom; Mazda is the vehicle of that wisdom; and Ahura-Mazda together is the light of 
knowledge manifesting before the created world. 

The old Persians were astro-philosophers. They used astrology as a symbolical science to represent the mystery of creation, using the 
zodiac as a key. They said that during the first three signs the gods were created. Aries was Zeroana Akerne, Taurus was Ahura-Mazda, and 
Gemini the twins was the third Logos, the duality Ormuzd-Ahriman. Ahura Mazda then caused to issue out of his own nature six secondary 
divinities, which, with himself, constituted the septenary. These are called the Amesha Spentas, the seven gods of the dawn, the 
Cosmocratores, the World Builders, the Elohim, or the Dhyana Buddhas. The seven gods created the seven worlds. They are the spectrum, 
the seven tones, and finally descending through different states of consciousness, become the seven planets of the ancient solar system. 
They build the seven heavens and the seven earths. Ahura Mazda incarnates himself in the first heaven, the sphere of Saturn, and sends 
forth his six regents. He then incarnates again in the lowest world and sending out his six manifestations creates continents. Thus the seven 
are the divine keepers of the earth– the Lords of the divisions of time and place. They are the seven patriarchs, and the seven stars of the 
Little Bear, the mysterious constellation within which moves the mysterious axis of the pole. –MPH Monthly Newsletter 8/15/36, pages 5-6
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Æolian form, that of a Circle. For the circle is Sar, and Saros, or cycle, and was the Babylonian god whose circular horizon was the visible symbol 
of the invisible, while the sun was the ONE Circle from which proceeded the Cosmic orbs, and of which he was considered the leader. Zero-ana, 
is the Chakra or circle of Vishnu, the mysterious emblem which is, according to the definition of a mystic, "a curve of such a 
nature that as to any, the least possible part thereof, if the curve be protracted either way it will proceed and 
finally re-enter upon itself, and form one and the same curve — or that which we call the circle." No better 
definition could thus be given of the natural symbol and the evident nature of Deity, which having its circumference everywhere 
(the boundless) has, therefore, its central point also everywhere; in other words, is in every point of the Universe. The invisible 
Deity is thus also the Dhyan Chohans, or the Rishis, the primitive seven, and the nine, without, and ten, including, their synthetical 
unit; from which IT steps into Man. Returning to the Commentary (4) of Stanza IV. the reader will understand why, while the trans-
Himalayan Chakra has inscribed within it                   (triangle, first line, cube second line, and a pentacle with a dot in the centre 
thus:    , and some other variations), the Kabalistic circle of the Elohim reveals, when the letters of the word               (Alhim or 
Elohim) are numerically read, the famous numerals 13514, or by anagram 31415 — the astronomical p (pi) number, or the hidden 
meaning of Dhyani-Buddhas, of the Gebers, the Geborim, the Kabeiri, and the Elohim, all signifying "great men," "Titans," 
"Heavenly Men," and, on earth, "the giants." –SD1:113-4
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In the words of the Zohar: “The Indivisible Point, which has no 
limit and cannot be comprehended because of its purity and 
brightness, expanded from without, forming a brightness that 
served the indivisible Point as a veil;” yet the latter also “could 
not be viewed in consequence of its immeasurable light. It too 
expanded from without, and this expansion was its garment. 
Thus through a constant upheaving (motion) finally the world 
originated ” (Zohar I. 20a). –SD1:355
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is the Chakra or circle of Vishnu, the mysterious emblem which is, according to the definition of a mystic, "a curve of such a nature 
that as to any, the least possible part thereof, if the curve be protracted either way it will proceed and finally re-enter upon itself, and 
form one and the same curve — or that which we call the circle." No better definition could thus be given of the natural symbol and 
the evident nature of Deity, which having its circumference everywhere (the boundless) has, therefore, its central point also 
everywhere; in other words, is in every point of the Universe. The invisible Deity is thus also the Dhyan Chohans, or the 
Rishis, the primitive seven, and the nine, without, and ten, including, their synthetical unit; from which IT steps 
into Man. Returning to the Commentary (4) of Stanza IV. the reader will understand why, while the trans-Himalayan Chakra has 
inscribed within it                   (triangle, first line, cube second line, and a pentacle with a dot in the centre thus:    , and some other 
variations), the Kabalistic circle of the Elohim reveals, when the letters of the word               (Alhim or Elohim) are numerically 
read, the famous numerals 13514, or by anagram 31415 — the astronomical p (pi) number, or the hidden meaning of Dhyani-
Buddhas, of the Gebers, the Geborim, the Kabeiri, and the Elohim, all signifying "great men," "Titans," "Heavenly Men," and, on 
earth, "the giants." –SD1:113-4
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The Kabalistic idea is identical with the Esotericism of the Archaic period. This esotericism is the common property of all, and belongs neither to 
the Aryan 5th Race, nor to any of its numerous Sub-races. It cannot be claimed by the Turanians, so-called, the Egyptians, Chinese, Chaldeans, nor 
any of the Seven divisions of the Fifth Root Race, but really belongs to the Third and Fourth Root Races, whose descendants we find in the Seed of 
the Fifth, the earliest Aryans. The Circle was with every nation the symbol of the Unknown — "Boundless Space," the abstract garb of an ever 
present abstraction — the Incognisable Deity. It represents limitless Time in Eternity. The Zeroana Akerne is also the "Boundless Circle of the 
Unknown Time," from which Circle issues the radiant light — the Universal SUN, or Ormazd † — and the latter is identical with Kronos, in his 
Æolian form, that of a Circle. For the circle is Sar, and Saros, or cycle, and was the Babylonian god whose circular horizon was the visible symbol 
of the invisible, while the sun was the ONE Circle from which proceeded the Cosmic orbs, and of which he was considered the leader. Zero-ana, 
is the Chakra or circle of Vishnu, the mysterious emblem which is, according to the definition of a mystic, "a curve of such a nature 
that as to any, the least possible part thereof, if the curve be protracted either way it will proceed and finally re-enter upon itself, and 
form one and the same curve — or that which we call the circle." No better definition could thus be given of the natural symbol and 
the evident nature of Deity, which having its circumference everywhere (the boundless) has, therefore, its central point also 
everywhere; in other words, is in every point of the Universe. The invisible Deity is thus also the Dhyan Chohans, or the 
Rishis, the primitive seven, and the nine without, and ten, including their synthetical unit; from which IT steps into 
Man. Returning to the Commentary (4) of Stanza IV. the reader will understand why, while the trans-Himalayan Chakra has 
inscribed within it                   (triangle, first line, cube second line, and a pentacle with a dot in the centre thus:    , and some other 
variations), the Kabalistic circle of the Elohim reveals, when the letters of the word               (Alhim or Elohim) are numerically 
read, the famous numerals 13514, or by anagram 31415 — the astronomical p (pi) number, or the hidden meaning of Dhyani-
Buddhas, of the Gebers, the Geborim, the Kabeiri, and the Elohim, all signifying "great men," "Titans," "Heavenly Men," and, on 
earth, "the giants." –SD1:113-4
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With the Hebrews, the indirect conception of such was couched in a term of 
negation of comprehension—viz., Ain-Soph, or the Without Bounds. But 
the symbol of its first comprehensible manifestation, was the conception of 
a circle with its diameter line to carry at once a geometric, phallic, and 
astronomic idea, for the one takes its birth from the nought or the Circle, 
without which it could not be, and from one, or primal one, spring the nine 
digits, and, geometrically, all plane shapes. So in the Kabala, this Circle, 
with its diameter line, is the picture of the ten Sephiroth or Emanations, 
composing the Adam Kadmon, the Archetypal Man, the creative origin of 
all things. This idea of connecting the circle and its diameter line, that is, 
number ten, with the signification of the reproductive organs, and the Most 
Holy Place, was carried out constructively in the King's Chamber, or Holy 
of Holies, of the great Pyramid, in the Tabernacle of Moses, and in the 
Holy of Holies of the Temple of Solomon. It is the picture of a double-
womb, for in Hebrew the letter he  is at the same time the number 5 and 
symbol of the womb, and twice 5 is 10, or the phallic number.

This "double womb" also shows the duality of the idea carried from the 
highest, spiritual, down to the lowest or terrestrial plane; and by the Jews 
limited to the latter. With them, therefore the number 7 has acquired the 
most prominent place in their exoteric religion, a cult of external forms and 
empty rituals; as their Sabbath, for instance, the seventh day sacred to their 
deity, the moon, symbolical of the generative Jehovah. While with other 
nations the number seven was typical of theogonic evolution, of cycles, 
cosmic planes, and the Seven Forces and Occult Powers in Kosmos, as a 
boundless whole, whose first upper triangle was unreachable to the finite 
intellect of man—while other nations, therefore, busied themselves, in their 
forcible limitation of Kosmos in Space and Time, only with its septenary 
manifested plane, the Jews centred this member solely in the moon, and 
based all their sacred calculations thereupon. –SD1:391-2
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Stanza IV

The Oeaohoo, which is:
5. "Darkness" the Boundless, or the No-Number, Adi-Nidana Svabhavat:—
I. The Adi-Sanat, the Number, for He is One.
II. The Voice of the Lord Svabhavat, the Numbers, for He is One 
and Nine.
III. The "Formless Square.”…  –SD1:30-1



The ancients represented it by a serpent, for "Fohat hisses as he glides 
hither and thither" (in zigzags). The Kabala figures it with the Hebrew 
letter Teth    , whose symbol is the serpent which played such a prominent 
part in the Mysteries. Its universal value is nine, for it is the ninth letter of 
the alphabet and the ninth door of the fifty portals or gateways that lead to 
the concealed mysteries of being. It is the magical agent par excellence, 
and designates in Hermetic philosophy "Life infused into primordial 
matter”… –SD1:76



STANZA V

2. They make of Him the messenger of their Will (a). The Dzyu becomes Fohat; the swift son of the Divine Sons, 
whose Sons are the Lipika,* runs circular errands. He is the steed, and the thought is the rider (i.e., he is under the 
influence of their guiding thought). He passes like lightning through the fiery clouds (cosmic mists) (b); takes three, and 
five, and seven strides through the seven regions above and the seven below (the world to be). He lifts his voice, and 
calls the innumerable sparks (atoms) and joins them together (c).

The Kabalistic idea is identical with the Esotericism of the Archaic period. This esotericism is the common property of all, and belongs neither to 
the Aryan 5th Race, nor to any of its numerous Sub-races. It cannot be claimed by the Turanians, so-called, the Egyptians, Chinese, Chaldeans, nor 
any of the Seven divisions of the Fifth Root Race, but really belongs to the Third and Fourth Root Races, whose descendants we find in the Seed of 
the Fifth, the earliest Aryans. The Circle was with every nation the symbol of the Unknown — "Boundless Space," the abstract garb of an ever 
present abstraction — the Incognisable Deity. It represents limitless Time in Eternity. The Zeroana Akerne is also the "Boundless Circle of the 
Unknown Time," from which Circle issues the radiant light — the Universal SUN, or Ormazd † — and the latter is identical with Kronos, in his 
Æolian form, that of a Circle. For the circle is Sar, and Saros, or cycle, and was the Babylonian god whose circular horizon was the visible symbol 
of the invisible, while the sun was the ONE Circle from which proceeded the Cosmic orbs, and of which he was considered the leader. 

Zero-ana, is the Chakra or circle of Vishnu, the mysterious emblem which is, according to the definition of a mystic, "a curve of 
such a nature that as to any, the least possible part thereof, if the curve be protracted either way it will proceed and finally re-enter 
upon itself, and form one and the same curve — or that which we call the circle." No better definition could thus be given of the 
natural symbol and the evident nature of Deity, which having its circumference everywhere (the boundless) has, therefore, its 
central point also everywhere; in other words, is in every point of the Universe. The invisible Deity is thus also the Dhyan Chohans, 
or the Rishis, the primitive seven, and the nine, without, and ten, including, their synthetical unit; from which IT steps into Man. 
Returning to the Commentary (4) of Stanza IV. the reader will understand why, while the trans-Himalayan Chakra has inscribed 
within it                  (triangle, first line, cube second line, and a pentacle with a dot in the centre thus:    , and some other 
variations), the Kabalistic circle of the Elohim reveals, when the letters of the word               (Alhim or Elohim) are numerically 
read, the famous numerals 13514, or by anagram 31415 — the astronomical p (pi) number, or the hidden meaning of Dhyani-
Buddhas, of the Gebers, the Geborim, the Kabeiri, and the Elohim, all signifying "great men," "Titans," "Heavenly Men," and, on 
earth, "the giants." –SD1:113-4
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Of the 1, 3, 5, and twice 7, intending and very especially 13,514 [numerical value of Alhim], which on a circle may be read as 
31415 (or π value), I think there cannot be a possibility of doubting; and especially when considered with symbol marks on sacr, 
‘Chakra,’ or Circle of Vishnu. –SD2:465
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STANZA V

2. They make of Him the messenger of their Will (a). The Dzyu becomes Fohat; the swift son of the Divine Sons, 
whose Sons are the Lipika,* runs circular errands. He is the steed, and the thought is the rider (i.e., he is under the 
influence of their guiding thought). He passes like lightning through the fiery clouds (cosmic mists) (b); takes three, and 
five, and seven strides through the seven regions above and the seven below (the world to be). He lifts his voice, and 
calls the innumerable sparks (atoms) and joins them together (c).

The Kabalistic idea is identical with the Esotericism of the Archaic period. This esotericism is the common property of all, and belongs neither to 
the Aryan 5th Race, nor to any of its numerous Sub-races. It cannot be claimed by the Turanians, so-called, the Egyptians, Chinese, Chaldeans, nor 
any of the Seven divisions of the Fifth Root Race, but really belongs to the Third and Fourth Root Races, whose descendants we find in the Seed of 
the Fifth, the earliest Aryans. The Circle was with every nation the symbol of the Unknown — "Boundless Space," the abstract garb of an ever 
present abstraction — the Incognisable Deity. It represents limitless Time in Eternity. The Zeroana Akerne is also the "Boundless Circle of the 
Unknown Time," from which Circle issues the radiant light — the Universal SUN, or Ormazd † — and the latter is identical with Kronos, in his 
Æolian form, that of a Circle. For the circle is Sar, and Saros, or cycle, and was the Babylonian god whose circular horizon was the visible symbol 
of the invisible, while the sun was the ONE Circle from which proceeded the Cosmic orbs, and of which he was considered the leader. 

Zero-ana, is the Chakra or circle of Vishnu, the mysterious emblem which is, according to the definition of a mystic, "a curve of 
such a nature that as to any, the least possible part thereof, if the curve be protracted either way it will proceed and finally re-enter 
upon itself, and form one and the same curve — or that which we call the circle." No better definition could thus be given of the 
natural symbol and the evident nature of Deity, which having its circumference everywhere (the boundless) has, therefore, its 
central point also everywhere; in other words, is in every point of the Universe. The invisible Deity is thus also the Dhyan Chohans, 
or the Rishis, the primitive seven, and the nine, without, and ten, including, their synthetical unit; from which IT steps into Man. 
Returning to the Commentary (4) of Stanza IV. the reader will understand why, while the trans-Himalayan Chakra has inscribed 
within it                  (triangle, first line, cube second line, and a pentacle with a dot in the centre thus:    , and some other variations), 
the Kabalistic circle of the Elohim reveals, when the letters of the word               (Alhim or Elohim) are numerically read, the 
famous numerals 13514, or by anagram 31415 — the astronomical p (pi) number, or the hidden meaning of Dhyani-Buddhas, of 
the Gebers, the Geborim, the Kabeiri, and the Elohim, all signifying "great men," "Titans," "Heavenly Men," and, on 
earth, "the giants." –SD1:113-4



STANZA V

2. They make of Him the messenger of their Will (a). The Dzyu becomes Fohat; the swift son of the Divine Sons, whose 
Sons are the Lipika,* runs circular errands. He is the steed, and the thought is the rider (i.e., he is under the influence of their 
guiding thought). He passes like lightning through the fiery clouds (cosmic mists) (b); takes three, and five, and seven strides 
through the seven regions above and the seven below (the world to be). He lifts his voice, and calls the innumerable sparks 
(atoms) and joins them together (c).

The Seven was a Sacred Number with every nation; but none applied it to more physiologically materialistic uses than the Hebrews. 

With these it was pre-eminently the generative number and 9 the male causative one, forming as shown by the Kabalists the  or 
otz — "the Tree of the Garden of Eden,"* the "double hermaphrodite rod" of the fourth race. Whereas with the Hindus and 
Aryans generally, the significance was manifold, and related almost entirely to purely metaphysical and astronomical truths.†

*This [the Tree of the Garden of Eden] was the symbol of the "Holy of Holies," the 3 and the 4 of sexual separation. Nearly every one of the 22 
Hebrew letters are merely phallic symbols. Of the two letters — as shown above — one, the ayin, is a negative female letter, symbolically an eye; 
the other a male letter, tza, a fish-hook or a dart. 

†We are told by a Kabalist, who in a work not yet published contrasts the Kabala and Zohar with Aryan Esotericism, that "The Hebrew clear, short, terse and 
exact modes far and beyond measure surpass the toddling word-talk of the Hindus — just as by parallelisms the Psalmist says, 'My mouth speaks with my 
tongue, I know not thy numbers' (lxxi., 15). . . . The Hindu Glyph shows by its insufficiency in the large admixture of adventitious sides the same borrowed 
plumage that the Greeks (the lying Greeks) had, and that Masonry has: which in the rough monosyllabic (and apparent) poverty of the Hebrew, shows the 
latter to have come down from a far more remote antiquity than any of these, and to have been the source (!?), or nearer the old original source than any of 
them." This is entirely erroneous. Our learned brother and correspondent judges apparently the Hindu religious systems by their Shastras and Purânas, 
probably the latter, and in their modern translation moreover, which is disfigured out of all recognition, by the Orientalists. It is to their philosophical 
systems that one has to turn, to their esoteric teaching, if he would make a point of comparison. No doubt the symbology of the Pentateuch and even of the 
New Testament, comes from the same source. But surely the Pyramid of Cheops, whose measurements are all found repeated by Professor Piazzi Smythe in 
Solomon's alleged and mythical temple, is not of a later date than the Mosaic books? Hence, if there is any such great identity as claimed, it must be due to 
servile copying on the part of the Jews, not on that of the Egyptians. The Jewish glyphs—and even their language, the Hebrew—are not original. They are 
borrowed from the Egyptians, from whom Moses got his Wisdom; from the Coptic, the probable kinsman, if not parent, of the old Phoenician and from the 
Hyksos, their (alleged) ancestors, as Josephus shows in his "Against Apion," I., 25. Aye; but who are the Hyksos shepherds? And who the Egyptians? History 
knows nothing of the question, and speculates and theorizes out of the depths of the respective consciousnesses of her historians. (See Isis Unveiled, vol. II., 
p. 430-438.) "Khamism, or old Coptic," says Bunsen, "is from Western Asia, and contains some germ of the Semitic, thus bearing witness to the primitive 
cognate unity of the Aryan and Semitic races"; and he places the great events in Egypt 9,000 years B.C. The fact is that in archaic Esotericism and Aryan 
thought we find a grand philosophy, whereas in the Hebrew records we find only the most surprising ingenuity in inventing apotheoses for phallic worship 
and sexual theogony. –SD1:114-5
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The allegory of Adam being driven away from the "Tree of Life" means, 
esoterically, that the newly separated Race abused and dragged the mystery 
of Life down into the region of animalism and bestiality. For, as the Zohar 
shows, that Matronethah (Shekinah, the wife of Metatron symbolically) "is 
the way to the great Tree of Life, the Mighty Tree," and Shekinah is divine 
grace. As explained: This Tree reaches the heavenly vale and is hidden 
between three mountains (the upper triad of principles, in man). From these 
three mountains, the Tree ascends above (the adept's knowledge aspires 
heavenward) and then re-descends below (into the adept's Ego on Earth). 
This Tree is revealed in the day time and is hidden during the night, i.e., 
revealed to an enlightened mind and hidden to Ignorance, which is night. 
(See Zohar I., 172, a and b.) "The Tree of the Knowledge of the Good and 
the Evil grows from the roots of the Tree of Life.” But then also: "In the 
Kabala it is plainly to be found that “the 'Tree of Life' was the ansated cross 
in its sexual aspect, and that the 'Tree of Knowledge' was the separation and 
the coming together again to fulfil the fatal condition. To display this in 
numbers the values of the letters composing the word Otz ( ), tree, are 7 
and 9, the seven being the holy feminine number and the nine the number of 
the phallic or male energy. This ansated cross is the symbol of the Egyptian 
female-male, Isis-Osiris, the germinal principle in all forms, based on the 
primal manifestation applicable in all directions and in all senses.” This is the 
Kabalistic view of the Western Occultists, and it differs from the more 
philosophical Eastern or Aryan views upon this subject. –SD2:216-7
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is hidden during the night, i.e., revealed to an enlightened mind 
and hidden to Ignorance, which is night. (See Zohar I., 172, a and 
b.) "The Tree of the Knowledge of the Good and the Evil grows 
from the roots of the Tree of Life.” But then also: "In the Kabala it 
is plainly to be found that "the 'Tree of Life' was the ansated cross 
in its sexual aspect, and that the 'Tree of Knowledge' was the 
separation and the coming together again to fulfil the fatal 
condition. To display this in numbers the values of the letters 
composing the word Otz ( ), tree, are 7 and 9, the seven being 
the holy feminine number and the nine the number of 
the phallic or male energy. This ansated cross is the symbol of 
the Egyptian female-male, Isis-Osiris, the germinal principle in all 
forms, based on the primal manifestation applicable in all 
directions and in all senses.” This is the Kabalistic view of the 
Western Occultists, and it differs from the more philosophical 
Eastern or Aryan views upon this subject. –SD2:216-7
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STANZA V

2. They make of Him the messenger of their Will (a). The Dzyu becomes Fohat; the swift son of the Divine Sons, whose 
Sons are the Lipika,* runs circular errands. He is the steed, and the thought is the rider (i.e., he is under the influence of their 
guiding thought). He passes like lightning through the fiery clouds (cosmic mists) (b); takes three, and five, and seven strides 
through the seven regions above and the seven below (the world to be). He lifts his voice, and calls the innumerable sparks 
(atoms) and joins them together (c).

The Seven was a Sacred Number with every nation; but none applied it to more physiologically materialistic uses than the Hebrews. 

With these it was pre-eminently the generative number and 9 the male causative one, forming as shown by the Kabalists the  or 
otz — "the Tree of the Garden of Eden,"* the "double hermaphrodite rod" of the fourth race. Whereas with the Hindus and 
Aryans generally, the significance was manifold, and related almost entirely to purely metaphysical and astronomical truths.†

*This was the symbol of the "Holy of Holies," the 3 and the 4 of sexual separation. Nearly every one of the 22 Hebrew letters are merely phallic 
symbols. Of the two letters — as shown above — one, the ayin, is a negative female letter, symbolically an eye; the other a male letter, tza, a fish-
hook or a dart. 

†We are told by a Kabalist, who in a work not yet published contrasts the Kabala and Zohar with Aryan Esotericism, that "The Hebrew clear, short, terse and 
exact modes far and beyond measure surpass the toddling word-talk of the Hindus — just as by parallelisms the Psalmist says, 'My mouth speaks with my 
tongue, I know not thy numbers' (lxxi., 15). . . . The Hindu Glyph shows by its insufficiency in the large admixture of adventitious sides the same borrowed 
plumage that the Greeks (the lying Greeks) had, and that Masonry has: which in the rough monosyllabic (and apparent) poverty of the Hebrew, shows the 
latter to have come down from a far more remote antiquity than any of these, and to have been the source (!?), or nearer the old original source than any of 
them." This is entirely erroneous. Our learned brother and correspondent judges apparently the Hindu religious systems by their Shastras and Purânas, 
probably the latter, and in their modern translation moreover, which is disfigured out of all recognition, by the Orientalists. It is to their philosophical 
systems that one has to turn, to their esoteric teaching, if he would make a point of comparison. No doubt the symbology of the Pentateuch and even of the 
New Testament, comes from the same source. But surely the Pyramid of Cheops, whose measurements are all found repeated by Professor Piazzi Smythe in 
Solomon's alleged and mythical temple, is not of a later date than the Mosaic books? Hence, if there is any such great identity as claimed, it must be due to 
servile copying on the part of the Jews, not on that of the Egyptians. The Jewish glyphs—and even their language, the Hebrew—are not original. They are 
borrowed from the Egyptians, from whom Moses got his Wisdom; from the Coptic, the probable kinsman, if not parent, of the old Phoenician and from the 
Hyksos, their (alleged) ancestors, as Josephus shows in his "Against Apion," I., 25. Aye; but who are the Hyksos shepherds? And who the Egyptians? History 
knows nothing of the question, and speculates and theorizes out of the depths of the respective consciousnesses of her historians. (See Isis Unveiled, vol. II., 
p. 430-438.) "Khamism, or old Coptic," says Bunsen, "is from Western Asia, and contains some germ of the Semitic, thus bearing witness to the primitive 
cognate unity of the Aryan and Semitic races"; and he places the great events in Egypt 9,000 years B.C. The fact is that in archaic Esotericism and Aryan 
thought we find a grand philosophy, whereas in the Hebrew records we find only the most surprising ingenuity in inventing apotheoses for phallic worship 
and sexual theogony. –SD1:114-5
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The 3 and the 4, the triangle and the cube, or the male and female universal glyph, showing the first aspect of the evolving deity, is 
stamped for ever in the Southern Cross in the Heavens, as in the Egyptian Crux-Ansata. As well expressed, "The Cube unfolded is 
in display a cross of the tau, or Egyptian form, or of the Christian cross form. . .  A circle attached to the first, gives the ansated 
cross. . .  numbers 3 and 4 counted on the cross, showing a form of the (Hebrew) golden candlestick (in the Holy of Holies), and of 
the 3 + 4 = 7, and 6 + 1 = 7, days in the circle of the week, as 7 lights of the sun. So also as the week of 7 lights gave origin to the 
month and year, so it is the time marker of birth. The cross form being shown, then, by the connected use of the form 113:355, the 
symbol is completed by the attachment of a man to the cross.* This kind of measure was made to co-ordinate with the idea of the 
origin of human life, and hence the phallic form.†”

*Once more, remember the Hindu Wittoba crucified in space; the significance of the "sacred sign," the Swastica; Plato's Decussated man in 
Space, etc., etc.

†"Source of Measures.” –SD1:321
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The author proves these points by further elucidation, and reveals the 
secret meaning of more than one dead-letter narrative, by showing that 
probably man was the primordial word — "the very first word possessed 
by the Hebrews, whoever they were, to carry the idea, by sound, of a 
man. The essential of this word was 113 (the numerical value of that 
word) from the beginning, and carried with it the elements of the 
cosmical system displayed."

This is demonstrated by the Hindu Wittoba — a form of Vishnu — as 
said already. The figure of Wittoba, even to the nail-marks on the feet,* 
is that of Jesus crucified, in all its details save the Cross; and that MAN 
was meant is proved to us further by the fact of the Initiate being reborn 
after his crucifixion on the TREE OF LIFE. This "tree" has now become 
exoterically, through its use by the Romans as an instrument of torture, 
and the ignorance of the early Christian schemers, the tree of death! 

* See Moor's Hindu Pantheon, where Wittoba's left foot bears the mark of the 
nail — on the figure of his idol. –SD2:560

Wittoba
from Moor's “Hindu Pantheon”



The Aztec God Yiacatechutli 



STANZA V

2. They make of Him the messenger of their Will (a). The Dzyu becomes Fohat; the swift son of the Divine Sons, whose 
Sons are the Lipika,* runs circular errands. He is the steed, and the thought is the rider (i.e., he is under the influence of their 
guiding thought). He passes like lightning through the fiery clouds (cosmic mists) (b); takes three, and five, and seven strides 
through the seven regions above and the seven below (the world to be). He lifts his voice, and calls the innumerable sparks 
(atoms) and joins them together (c).

The Seven was a Sacred Number with every nation; but none applied it to more physiologically materialistic uses than the Hebrews. With these it was pre-

eminently the generative number and 9 the male causative one, forming as shown by the Kabalists the  or otz — "the Tree of the Garden of Eden,"* the 
"double hermaphrodite rod" of the fourth race. Whereas with the Hindus and Aryans generally, the significance was manifold, and related almost 
entirely to purely metaphysical and astronomical truths.†

*This was the symbol of the "Holy of Holies," the 3 and the 4 of sexual separation. Nearly every one of the 22 Hebrew letters are merely phallic symbols. 
Of the two letters — as shown above — one, the ayin, is a negative female letter, symbolically an eye; the other a male letter, tza, a fish-hook or a dart. 

†We are told by a Kabalist, who in a work not yet published contrasts the Kabala and Zohar with Aryan Esotericism, that "The Hebrew clear, short, 
terse and exact modes far and beyond measure surpass the toddling word-talk of the Hindus — just as by parallelisms the Psalmist says, 'My mouth 
speaks with my tongue, I know not thy numbers' (lxxi., 15). . . . The Hindu Glyph shows by its insufficiency in the large admixture of adventitious 
sides the same borrowed plumage that the Greeks (the lying Greeks) had, and that Masonry has: which in the rough monosyllabic (and apparent) 
poverty of the Hebrew, shows the latter to have come down from a far more remote antiquity than any of these, and to have been the source (!?), or 
nearer the old original source than any of them." This is entirely erroneous. Our learned brother and correspondent judges apparently the Hindu 
religious systems by their Shastras and Purânas, probably the latter, and in their modern translation moreover, which is disfigured out of all 
recognition, by the Orientalists. It is to their philosophical systems that one has to turn, to their esoteric teaching, if he would make a point of 
comparison. No doubt the symbology of the Pentateuch and even of the New Testament, comes from the same source. But surely the Pyramid of 
Cheops, whose measurements are all found repeated by Professor Piazzi Smythe in Solomon's alleged and mythical temple, is not of a later date 
than the Mosaic books? Hence, if there is any such great identity as claimed, it must be due to servile copying on the part of the Jews, not on that of 
the Egyptians. The Jewish glyphs—and even their language, the Hebrew—are not original. They are borrowed from the Egyptians, from whom 
Moses got his Wisdom; from the Coptic, the probable kinsman, if not parent, of the old Phoenician and from the Hyksos, their (alleged) ancestors, 
as Josephus shows in his "Against Apion," I., 25. Aye; but who are the Hyksos shepherds? And who the Egyptians? History knows nothing of the 
question, and speculates and theorizes out of the depths of the respective consciousnesses of her historians. (See Isis Unveiled, vol. II., p. 430-438.) 
"Khamism, or old Coptic," says Bunsen, "is from Western Asia, and contains some germ of the Semitic, thus bearing witness to the primitive 
cognate unity of the Aryan and Semitic races"; and he places the great events in Egypt 9,000 years B.C. The fact is that in archaic Esotericism and 
Aryan thought we find a grand philosophy, whereas in the Hebrew records we find only the most surprising ingenuity in inventing apotheoses for 
phallic worship and sexual theogony. –SD1:114-5
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430-438.) "Khamism, or old Coptic," says Bunsen, "is from Western Asia, and contains some germ of the Semitic, thus bearing witness to the 
primitive cognate unity of the Aryan and Semitic races"; and he places the great events in Egypt 9,000 years B.C. The fact is that in archaic 
Esotericism and Aryan thought we find a grand philosophy, whereas in the Hebrew records we find only the most surprising ingenuity in inventing 
apotheoses for phallic worship and sexual theogony. –SD1:114-5


